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Abstract

This article interrogates the problematic nature of classical international law, showing the ways in which it historically privileged, and advanced, European values and interests over those of subaltern groups. While acknowledging the contributions of the Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL) and Feminist approaches, as important challenges to traditional international law, the article argues that these critical movements themselves contain a blind spot - insofar as they do not adequately surface the needs and concerns of the African woman as a subject of international law. To this end, the article suggests a need for further reflection upon, and responses to, the multiple ways in which the African woman is excluded - normatively and institutionally - in the contemporary international legal framework.

1.0 Introduction

This article seeks to contribute to scholarship underlining the glaring gap that exists in regards to the African woman in international law. While wide research has been carried out in the context of feminism and African
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approaches to international law and Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL), negligible jurisprudence can be found that satisfactorily places the ‘African Woman’ squarely at the centre of international law. The article addresses how the Eurocentric history and nature of international law reinforces the continued exclusion of the African woman.

It also explores the way in which the TWAIL and feminist critiques of international law, which address the exclusion of the Third World and half the world’s population from international law, respectively, have failed to make significant strides in promoting the recognition and inclusion of the African woman in institutional and normative structures of regional and international law. Specific examples of regional and international instruments are given illustrating the way in which these international institutions were developed for a homogenised African woman who does not exist.

2.0 History and Development of International Law

International law is the set of rules generally regarded and accepted as binding in relations between states and between nations. It serves as a framework for the practice of stable and organised international relations. The term was first used by Bentham (1789) in his ‘Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation’ in 1780.2

For a long time, international law was regarded as the law existing between "civilized" states.3 Though today it is the main currency regulating international relations, international law or the law of nations is a

---

2 Bentham, J. (1789) An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, p.6, T. Payne, London; Practice of stable and organised international relations.
development out of exclusively European historical circumstances.\textsuperscript{4} Similarly, this exclusive body of law has identified the sources from which it may be derived as custom, treaty, general principles of law common to all major legal systems, and the judicial decisions and the teachings of highly regarded publicists from different countries.\textsuperscript{5}

Mr. Justice Gray, while delivering a judgement in \textit{Hilton v Guyot} in the Supreme Court of the United States in 1895, attempted to define international law as:

\begin{quote}
\textit{International law, in its widest and most comprehensive sense, - including not only questions of right between nations, governed by what has been appropriately called the "law of nations" [or "public international law"], but also questions arising under what is usually called "private international law," or the "conflict of laws," and concerning the rights of persons within the territory and dominion of one nation, by reason of acts, private or public, done within the dominions of another nation, - is part of our law, and must be ascertained and administered by the courts of justice as often as such questions are presented in litigation between man and man, duly submitted to their determination.}\textsuperscript{6}
\end{quote}

Another definition of international law is offered by Whiteman, that:

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{5} Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, the premier authority on the sources of international law, provides:
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
1. The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply:
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting states;
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of the rules of law.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
International law is the law of an organised world community, constituted on the basis of States but discharging its community functions increasingly through a complex of international and regional institutions, guaranteeing rights to, and placing obligations upon the individual citizen, and confronted with a wide range of economic, social and technological problems calling for uniform regulations on an international basis which represent a growing proportion of the subject matters of the law.

The definition stated here above encompasses international law as that which governs the mutual relations of the States. In short, international law is the standard of conduct, at a given a time, for States and other entities thereto.\(^7\)

States have long been the main actors on the international scene, firmly embedded in the Westphalia peace treaty in 1648. It was then the notion of the ‘nation state’ as the main player emerged.\(^8\) However, global history no longer takes the nation state as the traditional object of historical analysis. Instead, to global historians, the major actors or subjects of a global history are movements such as the peace movement, or women’s suffrage movement and business-like chartered companies. Interestingly, current international legal scholarship also focuses on non-state actors as emerging subjects of international law. Another objective of global history is to overcome the primarily European heritage of national history. Therefore, attention is directed to non-European societies and regions. Their modern history is understood as an autonomous development, and not as a mere reaction to European conquest.\(^9\)

Overtime, international law has been criticised as fundamentally Western. Certainly, most international law is based on Western notions.

\(^7\) Whiteman W.M, *Digest of International Law*, Vol 1, pg.1.
‘Eurocentrism is the practice, conscious or otherwise, of placing emphasis on European and, generally, Western concerns, culture and values at the expense of those of other cultures.’\textsuperscript{10} Eurocentrism often involved claiming cultures that were not white or European as being such, or denying their existence at all.\textsuperscript{11}

International law primarily governed European inter-state relations and was founded on European values and beliefs, a phenomenon that is collectively summed up as Eurocentrism.\textsuperscript{12} The law did not equally extend to non-European countries, which were labelled ‘uncivilised’ and were objects, rather than subjects, of international law. After 1945, a number of African states emerged as independent nations and became subjects of international law. Africa since then tried to adopt and promote international law in many fields, but some of the rules and principles of international law are seen as obstacles toward the promotion of the interests of African states.\textsuperscript{13} Several African states adopted international law, in their municipal laws, and accepted the principles of the UN. Through their participation, African states expanded the norms of international law to strengthen and develop their states, and their acceptance of the norms of international law, but not the traditional norms; they also encouraged a just system of international law.\textsuperscript{14}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Even though the contribution to international law by the African states is noticeable, the Eurocentric nature of international law is a limitation in its application on the continent. This limitation caused attempts at the confrontation of traditional international law principles and values through critiques like the Third World Approaches to International Law.

The problematic history of international law demonstrates the notion that its institutions and structures were gendered and therefore closed off to women, most especially the African woman, since their inception. The lack of access to decision making organisations and judicial institutions perpetrated by institutional selection mechanisms that view the qualifications of women as inferior to those of men, means that the African woman has to work twice as hard to overcome multiple intersections of race, gender and class within the domestic and international sphere.

3.0 Critiques of International Law

3.1 Third World Approaches to International Law

Third world approaches to international law, also known as TWAIL has been defined by various international law scholars.

15 Unfortunately, despite these contributions, Adrien Katherine Wing, et al., observes that: ‘In the Western hemisphere, Africa is frequently viewed as a basket case and ‘welfare continent’ rather than a market place and exporter of values and norms. This is particularly the case in scholarly and policy-making circles in the U.S. Nowhere is there more ignorance and misunderstanding about Africa than among American legal academics and the U.S. foreign policy establishment’.


16 The TWAIL acronym in this article is used in its earlier form referring to “Third World Approaches to International Law”. It differs from the TWAIL of the present conference which translates TWAIL as “Third World and International Law”.


Makau M Mutua in his critique of traditional international law, asserts that:

‘The regime of international law is illegitimate! It is a predatory system that legitimizes, reproduces and sustains the plunder and subordination of the Third World by the West. Neither universality nor its promise of global order and stability make international law a just, equitable and legitimate code of global governance for the Third World. The construction and universalization of international law were essential to the imperial expansion that subordinated non-European peoples and societies to European conquest and domination. Historically, the Third World has generally viewed international law as a regime and discourse of domination and subordination, not resistance and liberation. This broad dialectic of opposition to international law is defined and referred to here as Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL).’

TWAIL is characterised by three primary objectives according to Makau Mutua.

‘Firstly, to understand, deconstruct, and unpack the uses of international law as a medium for the creation and perpetuation of a racialized hierarchy of international norms and institutions that subordinate non-Europeans to Europeans. Secondly, it seeks to construct and present an alternative normative legal edifice for international governance. Finally, TWAIL seeks through scholarship, policy, and politics to eradicate the conditions of underdevelopment in the Third World.’

https://lawecommons.luc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1203&context=facpubs. (Last accessed 4 October, 2019).


Mutua (n19 above), 31.
He further states that “TWAIL is not a recent phenomenon.” That it is part of a long tradition of critical internationalism.\(^{20}\) Its intellectual and inspirational roots stretch all the way back to the Afro-Asian anti-colonial struggles of the 1940s–1960s, and even before that to the Latin American de-colonization movements.\(^{21}\) It is also deeply connected to the New International Economic Order/G-77 movements that were launched in the 1960s, carried on into the 1970s, and stymied by powerful global forces in the 1980s and 1990s.\(^{22}\) Thus, an earlier generation of TWAIL scholars like Upendra Baxi, Mohammed Bedjaoui, KebaM’baye, and Weeramantry J. did foreground most of the very same concerns that contemporary TWAIL scholarship now expresses.\(^{23}\)

For TWAIL scholars such as Anghie and Chimni, in whose view international law gained its defining characteristic of universality through the colonial encounter, this means a perpetuation of that same system. A system in which doctrines were built on subordination by trying to impose the universal international legal system on the non-European other - a continuation of the colonial encounter. It is this orthodox and Eurocentric teleology of international law that TWAIL scholars oppose.\(^{24}\)

Even though the TWAIL analysis of international law seeks to expose the fact that the West’s use of international law vis-à-vis the Third World embodies various forms of intolerance, including racism to denigration of

---

\(^{20}\) Ibid.


non-Western cultural beliefs and practices to blind faith in liberalism’s panacea,\(^{25}\) it does not sufficiently address status of the African woman in the deconstruction of traditional international law norms and principles. In fact, according to feminist scholars like Diane Otto,\(^ {26}\) some TWAIL scholars enforce the oppression of the African woman in their attempt to reject the imports left behind by the imperialists by holding onto cultures\(^ {27}\) that promote the subjugation of women further. She gives an example of sexual autonomy and freedom of expression as one issue that is often considered incommensurable with a Third World perspective.

### 3.2 Feminist Critique of International Law

In addition to postcolonial scholarship that is widely viewed as the primary method of critique in addressing international law’s relationship with the world, feminist critiques of international law have also adopted a radical and complex perspective.\(^ {28}\) Feminist approaches have adopted an intersectional

---

\(^{25}\) According to Anghie, ‘The colonial confrontation was not a confrontation between two sovereign states, but between a sovereign European state and a non-European state that, according to the positivist jurisprudence of the time, was lacking in sovereignty. Such a confrontation poses no conceptual difficulties for the positivist jurist who basically resolves the issue by arguing that the sovereign state can do as it wishes with regard to the non-sovereign entity, which lacks the legal personality to assert any legal position.’ Anghie A, ‘Finding the Peripheries: Sovereignty and Colonialism in Nineteenth-Century International Law’, 40 *Harvard International Law Journal* (1999), 1.


\(^{28}\) Charlesworth, Chinkin& Wright argue that generally, the feminist analysis of international law involves searching for the silences of the discipline. That by examining the structures and the substance of the international legal system to see how women are incorporated into it. She further asserts that the feminist approach offers a challenge to the implicit liberalism of the dominant theories.
perspective where race, class, and gender are seen as historically co-constitutive. Hilary Charlesworth, Christine Chinkin, and Shelley Wright argued that the structures of international law “privilege men.”

Charlesworth states that feminist analysis of international law has two major roles, the first is the deconstruction of the explicit and implicit values of the international legal systems by challenging their claim to objectivity and rationality because of the limited base on which they are built. That all tools and categories of international legal analysis become problematic when we understand the exclusion of women from their construction. Secondly, that the feminist approach to international law is to reconstruct a truly human system of international law.

There are a number of international institutions including, the Commission on Human Rights (CHR), the Human Rights Committee (the Committee), the Commission on the Status of Women (CSOW), and the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Some feminists about international law- the idea that international law simply sets a structure by which the actors within it can pursue their vision of the good life- by asserting that international law has a gender, a fundamental, if sometimes subtly manifested, bias in favour of men. See generally Hilary Charlesworth, Christine Chinkin & Shelley Wright, Feminist Approaches to International Law, 85 (1991) AJIL 613.


According to Catherine Mackinnon, in a national context, the state and its major institution, the legal system, are a direct expression of men’s interests. Mackinnon C, (1989) Feminism unmodified.


Charlesworth (n37 above), 5.


The Commission on Human Rights and the Commission on the Status of Women are functional commissions under the United Nations Economic and Social Council. See generally UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RIGHTS 14-20, U.N. Doc. ST/HR/2/Rev. 3 (1988). Structurally, the Commissions are on an equal plane in the United Nations, although the Commission on the Status of Women was initially created as a sub-commission of the Commission on Human Rights, but received commission status, in
critique mainstream institutions, CHR and the Committee, for not taking women's rights sufficiently seriously, while others critique the entire institutional structure for granting specialized women's institutions, CSOW and CEDAW, less power and less effective enforcement mechanisms than are granted mainstream institutions. The institutionalist position, then, alternates between suggesting that all institutions more fully assimilate women's rights and focusing on specialized institutions.\textsuperscript{34}

In response to the essentialism critique of the feminist approach, Charlesworth admits that the search for universal women's predicaments can obscure differences among women and homogenize women's experiences.\textsuperscript{35} She suggests one of the ways of overcoming essentialism is to focus on common problems women face whatever their cultural background, for instance violence against women. However, whether such an approach allows feminists critiques to accommodate the widely different perspectives of women worldwide remains to be seen.

Charlesworth acknowledges that the tactic of identifying universal issues for women is not without complexity.\textsuperscript{36} She is then tempted to address the issue

\begin{itemize}
\item response to the sense that women's issues should have their own forum. See infra text accompanying notes 173-75. The Human Rights Committee (the Committee) is the institution established to enforce the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, while the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women is the institution created by the Women's Convention to enforce that Convention. See UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
\item Charlesworth (n37 above), 10.
\end{itemize}
of culture as a rigid and a historical practice in the favour of men.\textsuperscript{37} She seems to suggest that expecting feminist analysis to avoid all universal, global analysis of the position of women is unfair and that women should be identified as an underclass in the international arena, as long as such identification rests on a “loving perception” of other women.\textsuperscript{38}

The question raised in this article is whether this recognition of anti-essentialist scholarship by non-western feminists is sufficient to reintroduce the African woman in international law.

African legal feminist scholars like Dawuni have suggested that the homogenisation of the experiences of women of African descent can be eliminated by a renewed commitment to documenting the lives, experiences, and contributions of individual women, and the collective of African women in leadership in the domestic, regional, and international spheres. Such theorising must proceed from a positionality that considers the identity, location, and experiences of women across the continent as quite independent and variegated along multiple and intersecting identities.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{37} She quotes Arati Rao asserting that: ‘the notion of culture favoured by international actors must be unmasked for what it is: a falsely rigid, a historical, selectively chosen set of self-justificatory texts and practices whose patent partiality raises the question of exactly whose interests are being served and who comes out on top’. See, Rao A, The Politics of Gender and Culture in International Human Rights Discourse in WOMEN’S RIGHTS, HUMAN RIGHTS: INTERNATIONAL FEMINIST PERSPECTIVES 167, 174 (Julie Peters & Andrea Wolper eds. 1995).

\textsuperscript{38} See, also, Charlesworth (n37 above), 11.


The term matri-legal feminism was coined by Dawuni to highlight the lived experiences of the African woman in international law. Matri-legal feminism argues the need for emphasizing cultural differences inherent in the experiences of women in international law. It cautions against linking the experiences of “non-Western” women to a lack of agency. While it undergirds the importance of gender diversity, matri-legal feminism further problematizes the importance of acknowledging regional diversity among and within women in the international system. It emphasizes the importance of recognising the varied experiences of all women under international law.

4.0 Locating the African Woman in International Law

4.1 Status of the African Woman

As espoused by various scholars, the African woman suffers compound discrimination as a result of gender, race, class, ethnicity, and religion, among other components of her identities. Other than the image of the wife and mother, the most common portrayal of the African woman is that of victim. The identification of the African woman as a subordinate victim, devoid of any form of agency to resist or challenge oppression, has roots in historical, economic, social, cultural and political structures. It is therefore impossible to envision a homogenous African woman due to their diversity of histories, cultures and social circumstances, shared experiences among the women of African descent, whether urban or rural, educated or illiterate, young or old.40

As discussed earlier in this article, scholarship has highlighted the fact that an enduring discourse in African human rights literature relates to the tension between culture and women’s rights, that is, an extension of the universality and cultural relativism debate. This debate centres on discriminatory practices against women, commonly termed “cultural” and/or “traditional” practices, particularly female genital cutting. Others include inheritance rights, widowhood practices and early marriage or child marriage, which undermine the right of the girl child to good health, education, freedom of speech and association, among other rights. Third World feminist scholars criticise the inherently problematic nature of defining these practices as “cultural” and “traditional,” arguing that this conceals the power relations.41

41 Fagbongbe (n52 above), 90.
The overall consequences of the above challenges encourage violence and aggression towards women; discourage women’s participation in the public domain and decision-making; condition women into being less ambitious, motivated and involved in their own advancement; as well as enable the ineffective and inconsequential integration of women in the development process. The focus on cultural practices as the primary and most important challenge confronting women of African descent denies class, ethnic and national cleavages in African societies, as well as the agency and complexities of women’s realities.

Locating women in a subordinate victim position in popular culture and especially human rights literature provokes extensive scholarly analyses on the effects, consequences and actions to eliminate such cultural practices often at the expense of other prevailing forms of violence against women. Despite the absence of a unitary or homogenous African culture, the African woman is characterised as a powerless, perpetual victim: a victim of culture reinforced by stereotypical and racist representation of culture.

This point is that the use of “culture” promotes an essentialist and a racialized understanding of things African. It posits a “good” culture against a “bad” culture to sustain a racialized discourse. She categorically states that while she makes no attempt to justify harmful practices, she argues that the focus on African “culture” or “traditional” practices is not only

---


Fagbongbe (n52 above), 91.

Fagbongbe argues that African culture is as diverse as there are ethnic groups. This perception also holds true for Muslim women especially with regards to discussions relating to the Sharia.

Fagbongbe (n52 above), 92.
problematic because it conceals power relations and how they operate in the
garb of “culture,” but also because it ignores practices that may further
human rights goals. In most African societies the practice of the extended
family system serves as a safety net for economically marginalised women.
Also, commentators regard the focus on African culture as a form of
ideological domination that misrepresents the realities of African women.45

The flexible nature of culture is indicative of the imperative to decolonise the
subordinate assumptions that dominate the ideological construction of the
woman of African descent, whether as mothers, wives, politically and
economically disempowered, or as minors or victims, whether in the public
or the private sphere. The construction of women as victims of culture is
consistent with the problematic ideological and racialized discourses of
culture. In sum, the uncritical application of terms, such as culture and
motherhood to represent practices that violate the rights of women is
problematic neglecting other applications that may be more beneficial in
promoting rights.46

In feminist legal studies, culture is often viewed as a deviation from the path
of human rights. Chandra Mohanty demonstrated effectively how ‘first
world’ feminists have represented ‘third world’ women as helpless victims of
culture, as objects devoid of any agency. She explores the simplified
construction of the “third-world woman” in hegemonic feminist discourses.
Mohanty extends this critique to urban middle class ‘third world’ scholars
who write about their own cultures and rural sisters in the same colonizing
fashion.47

Most of what is understood as “Culture” in contemporary Africa is largely a
product of constructions and (re)interpretations by former colonial

See, also, Taiwo O, ‘Feminism and Africa: Reflections on the Poverty of Theory’ in
Oyewumi O, African women and Feminism: Reflecting on the Politics of
46 Fagbongbe (n52 above), 52.
47 Tamale (n28 above), 150-151.
authorities in collaboration with African male patriarchs. As Frantz Fanon bluntly put it: “After a century of colonial domination we find a culture which is rigid in the extreme, or rather what we find are the dregs of culture, its mineral strata.”

Some African feminist scholars have warned that such approaches are myopic and dangerous as they create an extremely restrictive framework within which African women can challenge domination.

Legal scholars like Abdullahi An-Na’im approach culture in a nuanced and refreshing fashion, seeking to integrate its local understanding within the human rights discourse and advocating for internal cultural transformation.

An-Na’im, for example, raises questions about whether international law really can be of any use to women. As with other advocates, a concern for cultural differences guides his questions. At one point he concentrates on enlisting the cooperation of Muslim women and men in enforcing the law, which he believes would require them to see that the law is normal, not alien, to Muslim culture:

*International standards are meaningless to Muslim women unless they are reflected in the concrete realities of the Muslim environment.... To obtain their cooperation in implementing international standards on the rights of women, we need to show the Muslims in general that these standards are not alien at all. They are, in fact, quite compatible with the fundamental values of Islam. In other words, we need to provide Islamic legitimacy for the international standards on the rights of women.*

48 Ibid
49 Ibid
50 Tamale (n28 above), 150-151.
52 An-Na’im (n63 above), 515.
He suggests a more strategic approach towards the implementation of women’s rights:

*Our commitment should not be to the rights of women in the abstract, or as contained in high-sounding international instruments signed by official delegations. It should be a commitment to the rights of women in practice.... It is irresponsible and inhumane to encourage these women to move too fast, too soon and to repudiate many of the established norms of their culture or religious law, without due regard to the full implications of such action.*

4.2 African Legal Feminism

In the process of developing “home-grown” jurisprudence, African legal feminists have drawn inspiration from the contributions of Western ideological movements such as, feminist legal theory, critical legal theory, critical race theory, Post structural theory and Marxist theory. Increasingly, when African legal feminists make use of theories originating in the West, attempts are made to interrogate their contexts, find differences and similarities with the local contexts and engage with the extent they can be usefully applied. As espoused earlier in this article, caution must be taken to avoid uncritical superimposition of Western paradigms onto the condition of African women as this may end in disastrous results.

---

An-Na'im (n63 above), 515.  
African feminism “encompasses freedom from the complex configurations created by multiple oppressions.”\textsuperscript{56} African feminism combines racial, sexual, class, and cultural dimensions of oppression to produce a more inclusive brand of feminism through which women are viewed first and foremost as human, rather than sexual, beings. It can be defined as that ideology which encompasses freedom from oppression based on the political, economic, social, and cultural manifestations of racial, cultural, sexual, and class biases. It is more inclusive than other forms of feminist ideologies and is largely a product of polarizations and conflicts that represent some of the worst and chronic forms of human suffering.\textsuperscript{57}

African feminist scholars have therefore begun to rewrite the history of African society to reflect the role women have played and can play in African societies.\textsuperscript{58} In light of this, feminism provides an invaluable foundation for challenging male mainstream and the status quo, whether within or outside feminist discourses, and it offers a valuable tool for analysing women’s rights in Africa.\textsuperscript{59}


\textsuperscript{59} Fagbongbe (n52 above), 15.
Legal feminist activism on the continent came of age during the late 1980s when female lawyers who doubled as gender activists organized to pursue gender equality. Prominent among such organizations and networks were the various country chapters of FIDA (the International Federation of Women Lawyers), Associations of Women Jurists (Francophone Africa), Women and the Law in Southern Africa (WLSA), Women and the Law in Eastern African (WLEA), Women and the Law in West Africa (WLWA), Women Living Under Muslim Laws (WLUMM) and Women in Law, Development for Africa (WiLDAF).

In 1998 the African Women Lawyers Association (AWLA), the umbrella body of African women lawyers, was launched to strengthen networking between women lawyers in the region in their common goal to promote gender equality. It must be noted, however, that legal activism is not limited to lawyers as they are numerous non-lawyer human rights activists on the continent engaged in this field.

One of the obstacles to the development of African feminist literature is that there is no such thing as ‘African women’. African feminist scholars have argued that while at the aggregate level, there is nothing wrong with a broad categorisation of any group of people from a particular region of world, the problem arises when these categorisations are stretched to the point where the lines are blurred, thereby eroding the nuances that are necessary for establishing specificity in casual linkages.

There is a tendency by various feminist scholars to categorise the lives of people from Africa as simply ‘African’ with little attention paid to the


Dawuni (n51 above), 445.
multiplicity of historical, cultural, religious, geographic, and socio-political differences and diversity across the continent. That by representing the experiences, discourse, and engagement of women of African descent as simply those of ‘African women’, feminist scholars are reproducing the hierarchy power structures inherent in scholarship.

Such reproduction therefore renders the lives and stories of the women they describe as faceless and lacking in personal agency. Scholarship emerging from different disciplines has contributed to the iconoclastic attempts at what Dawuni refers to as ‘lazy theorising’ with a mission to be masters and

---

63 Culture is often invoked as a justification for violations of women’s human rights, reflecting deep-seated patriarchal structures and harmful gender stereotypes. In several countries, culture is invoked to negatively impact the rights of women, in particular in the areas of marriage and property. However, culture is not a static or unchanging concept, although some States tend to present it as such in order to justify discrimination and violent practices against women and girls. ‘Human Rights of Women in Africa: Conceptualizing rights,’ pg.18. Available at; https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/WRGS/WomensRightsinAfrica_singlepages.pdf. (Last accessed 24 September, 2019).

64 Historically, for instance, Tamale states that the colonialists constructed the hyper sexed, polygynous female body, and made a case for the strict regulation and control of African women’s sexuality. This was the final stage in politicising African women’s sex and sexuality. Laws were imported from the imperial metropolis to repress and police women’s sexuality. Traditional customs, which themselves were not very egalitarian in the first place, were reconfigured to introduce new sexual mores, taboos and stigmas, and the total medicalisation of women’s reproduction. The result was a more repressed sexuality akin to the Victorian type. Colonialists worked hand in hand with African patriarchs to develop inflexible customary laws that evolved into new structures and forms of domination.


experts on a whole continent without so much as gaining a deeper knowledge of one country.\textsuperscript{65}

In 2006, a group of over two hundred African feminists sitting in Accra during The African Feminist Forum developed a Charter of Feminist Principles for African feminists,\textsuperscript{66} seeking to re-energise and reaffirm African feminism in its multiple dimensions. Feminism coming out of Africa has given more impetus to questions of development and underdevelopment, being informed by the particular challenges and predicaments that face the African continent.\textsuperscript{67} African feminism has been able to bring the key role of gender in African underdevelopment to many international arenas. Gender discourses in international development have only become acceptable as a result of years of painstaking research and activism, challenging male bias in development.

Feminist thinkers from Africa have played key roles in the international networks that have driven this change. Notable among these are the South-south network Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era (DAWN), and the continental Association of African Women in Research and Development (AAWORD), both established in the early 1980s. Despite the failure of many institutions to implement policy commitments to gender equality, the fact is that feminists have succeeded in shifting the discourse in important ways.

\textsuperscript{65} Dawuni (n51 above), 445.


According to the 2018 World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report, in eleven African countries, women hold close to one-third of the seats in parliaments. With 61 percent, Rwanda has the highest proportion of women parliamentarians in the world. Africa has the highest regional female entrepreneurial activity rate in the world. One in four women starts or manages a business. With Rwanda and Namibia, two Sub-Saharan African countries belong to the top ten of the most gender-equal countries.

The lacuna in feminist international law scholarship is the failure to address the active participation of the African woman in international law. An African feminist critique of the international system drawing, simultaneously, from postcolonial and TWAIL posits that the African woman has always been at the forefront in resisting domination, at local and global levels. For instance, the well-documented involvement of women in liberation and independence movements across Africa, from Algeria to Zimbabwe, provide women with new spaces in fighting oppression, Western patriarchy, and imperial domination. The involvement of women in militant combat provides one window of explanation on the personal agency of African women in fighting against injustice of any kind. Women’s roles continue to date. In many African societies, women are still taking the reins of leadership.

Within the political sphere, the continent has had two democratically elected women presidents and several vice presidents. Women are making modest

---

69 Dawuni (n51 above), 455.
71 President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf of Liberia is the first woman to have held the position as a democratically elected president of an African nation. Others include President Joyce Banda of Malawi (Catherine Samba-Panza of the Central African Republic held the position as interim president during the transition in 2014), Rose Francine Rogombe served as interim president in Gabon in 2015. See, Skaine R (2008), *Women Political Leaders in Africa*, North Carolina: McFarland and Company Publishers. See, also, Dawuni (n51 above), 455.
strides in some national parliaments, with Rwanda leading globally in the number of women in Parliament. Within the legal arena, women are continuing to spearhead significant positions of leadership as chief justices and presidents of constitutional courts.\footnote{Dawuni (n51 above), 455.}

4.3 Normative gaps in International Law

4.3.1 The African Woman in International Instruments

Many African governments have signed up to international instruments on women’s rights and put national gender policies that pledge commitment to gender equality. While it is clear that these governments do very little when it comes to concrete operationalisation and commitment of resources,\footnote{Ahikire (n81 above), 12.} international instruments are also riddled with normative gaps that permanently limit them from being beneficial to the African woman because the experiences of all women are essentialized in one fits all laws.


The United Nations through the General Assembly adopted the Convention in 1979 and it entered into force in 1981. The Convention prohibits private and public discrimination against women, outlaws discrimination against women in all spheres of society. A Protocol to the Convention was adopted in 1999 which provides for individual complaints procedure, through which individuals can make complaints of violations against states parties to the CEDAW Committee.

It is, however, important to identify the weaknesses in the Convention in the representing of the African woman. Although CEDAW has been cited in domestic courts within Africa\footnote{Unity Dow v Attorney General of Botswana [1991] L.R.C 574 (Bots.), Longwe v. Intercontinental Hotels (1992) 4 L.R.C 221 [HC] (Zam), Ephraim v Pastory& Anor (1990) L.R.C. 757 [HC] (Tanz).} to challenge discriminatory laws, through...
highlighting the ways in which it has failed to provide adequate and specific protection towards women in Africa, the normative gaps in international law are exposed.

Women experience intersectional discrimination on the basis of multiple identities such as race, ethnicity, religion, which is inextricably linked to other factors and experiences like poverty, level of education, among others.

CEDAW fails to protect against some forms of discrimination that had not yet gained international attention at the time of its drafting. For example, CEDAW fails to explicitly provide protection for members of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and intersex (LGBTQI) community.\textsuperscript{76} The intersectionality theory means that the African woman in the LGBTQI community and a gender minority is at a further layered disadvantage that is not experienced by a heterosexual woman in Africa. This is because most African states have laws criminalising same-sex marriages and communities that are violent and homophobic towards members of the LGBTQI community.\textsuperscript{77}

The language of CEDAW references to culture as regressive and women as victims of custom and culture. It has been countered that while it is certainly the case that much of the discussion around matters of culture and tradition in the CEDAW context focuses on the negative impact on women’s enjoyment of human rights, that is hardly surprising, given that the purpose of the Convention is to respond to violations of women’s human rights, and a goal of the reporting procedure is to identify shortfalls and difficulties with a view to addressing them.\textsuperscript{78} There should, however, be a


nuanced analysis of custom, including its possible benefits to the African woman.\textsuperscript{79}

CEDAW, which specifically aimed to protect women from discrimination, similarly failed to meet the needs of women in the African context. CEDAW was diluted by reservations. In total, twenty-five States Parties made a total of sixty-eight substantive reservations. To date, it is one of the most heavily reserved of all international human rights instruments. Although these reservations technically do not undermine the object and purpose of the treaty, the numerous reservations based on Islamic law and contravening domestic law make it impossible for the women’s rights movement to catalyse a coherent realization of women’s rights in all countries.

Most reservations are related to Articles 2 and 16, which are considered core provisions of the Convention thus defeating the object and purpose of the Convention. This translates directly to sustaining discrimination against the African woman and therefore denying her the protection that the Convention intended.\textsuperscript{80}

\textit{The United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 on Women, Peace and Security}

It was adopted by the UN Security Council at its 4213\textsuperscript{th} meeting on 31 October 2000. Contained within the Resolution are provisions on participation of women in conflict resolution and peace processes; gender mainstreaming in conflict-prevention initiatives; protection of women’s rights and bodies in peace and war; and relief and recovery, especially for survivors of sexual violence. The issue of conflict and war is an important


\textsuperscript{80} Merry E.S, (2009) 2\textsuperscript{nd} ed., \textit{Human Rights and Gender Violence: Translating International Law into Local Justice}, 130.

subject especially for the African woman since women face a disproportionate amount of discrimination during war situations, which are, unfortunately, rampant on the continent.

It has been argued that the resolution fails to address the structural causes of inequality that render women the most victimised in war zones. In attempts to mainstream gender within the UN, the focus is always superficial, a trait reflected by UNSCR-1325.\textsuperscript{81} It does not consider the institutional inequality and power relations that structure approaches to gender in international organisations. Instead, gender mainstreaming is simply attached to the existing power structures.\textsuperscript{82} Structural causes that inhibit women acting as agents\textsuperscript{83}, such as poverty, lack of access to education, and cultural conceptions (young age of marriage, etc.) are not included within the framework of UNSCR-1325.\textsuperscript{84} Women are brought into the dominant structures of hegemonic militarism and war.\textsuperscript{85}

This ‘add women and stir’ approach renders UNSCR-1325 ineffectual, as it does not allow women to determine the terms of the dialogue, which keeps them as the ‘other’ and prevents them from contributing meaningfully to women’s peace and security. This also prevents women from contributing to strategies aiming to protect women in war zones, leaving such things to the masculine majority, maintaining the status quo. It heavily focuses on the role of women as victims. That is, insight from women may be beneficial to global decision makers, as it provides insight from the perspective of the


\textsuperscript{83} According to UN Women, a UN body that promotes women’s empowerment and gender equality, women constitute fewer than 10% of peace negotiators globally and only 3% of signatories to peace agreements. Available at; \url{https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/december-2015/women-peace-security}. (Last accessed 25 November, 2019)


UNSCR-1325 focuses on women as peace-builders, which reaffirms gender stereotypes that situate women as natural peacemakers, and as being conflict-averse.\(^8^7\)

These highlighted weaknesses of the Resolution are particularly damning for the African woman because during conflicts and crises in African states, women and girls are singled out by terrorist and extremist groups who abduct them for use as suicide bombers or sex slaves. Therefore, leaving women out of peace and security processes hinders communities from finding long lasting peace.\(^8^8\)

### 4.3.2 The African Woman in Regional Instruments

African countries and their governments have recognised that the vision for ‘The Africa We Want’ cannot be achieved until and unless women enjoy their full rights as equal partners in development. Accordingly, several normative and legislative protocols have been adopted, including the Maputo Protocol\(^8^9\), the Solemn Declaration on Gender Equality in Africa\(^9^0\), and

---


\(^9^0\) The Solemn Declaration on Gender Equality in Africa 2004 (SDGEA) was adopted at the Third Ordinary Session meeting of the Heads of State and Government of Member States of the African Union in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. This was against the backdrop of a decision on gender parity taken at the inaugural Session of the African Union Assembly of Heads of State and Government in July 2002 in Durban, South Africa implemented during the Second Ordinary Session of the Assembly in Maputo, Mozambique 2003 through the election of five female and five male Commissioners.
Agenda 2063.\textsuperscript{91} While this is commendable progress with regards to adoption of legal and policy frameworks that promote women’s rights on the continent\textsuperscript{92}, much more needs to be done to ensure that the African woman is adequately represented in regional instruments.


In January 2015 the Heads of State and Governments of the African Union adopted Agenda 2063. The vision and ideals in the Agenda serve as pillars for the continent in the foreseeable future, which will be translated into concrete objectives, milestones, goals, targets and actions/measures. Agenda 2063 strives to enable Africa to remain focused and committed to the ideals it envisages in the context of a rapidly changing world. Available at https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/africa/index.html. (Last accessed 12 October, 2019)

At a sub-regional level, the African Union has provided guidance to the RECs in complementing and harmonizing global and regional frameworks by integrating and translating various resolutions and commitments into their policies and plans of action. The RECs have already started implementing some coordination and harmonization mechanisms, which will certainly help eliminate discrepancies; and the establishment of priority areas of focus will assist in producing results. But bolder action is still needed. The RECs are expected to monitor the implementation of integration-related policies and programmes, to mobilize the necessary resources to support such policies and programmes, and to report on progress. For example, the RECs all possess dedicated gender units, which include declarations and tools for gender audits and mainstreaming, The Southern African Development Community (SADC) established a Gender Unit in 1996, adopted a Gender Policy Framework in 1997 and established gender focal points at the sectorial level. An SADC Plan of Action for gender and
development was created to audit the programmes and to mainstream gender; while the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) has instituted a gender policy to guide its member states in gender mainstreaming.

The establishment of NEPAD, adopted in Zambia in 2001, is another important initiative with considerable focus on gender issues. Its objective is to enhance Africa’s growth and development and its participation in the global economy. Under the NEPAD/Spanish Fund for African Women’s Empowerment, 38 projects were finalized from the first phase of the Fund. Under the second phase, 31 projects were approved for a total of EUR 8.2 million. The project proposals covered three priority sectors: economic empowerment, civil society strengthening and institutional strengthening.

The APRM, a self-monitoring instrument voluntarily accepted by member states of the AU, aimed at fostering the adoption of policies, standards and practices and strengthening accountability with respect to commitments to good governance as well as gender equality and women’s empowerment.


Also, The Fund for African Women was created as a single mechanism to ensure policy implementation as well as the effective mainstreaming of gender in policies, institutions and programmes at regional, national and local levels. It became operational in 2011. The AU organs, RECs and member states in this regard are committed to allocate a budget for the implementation of policy (member states are requested to devote 1 per cent of assessed contribution to the Fund; some members states have contributed more) and, since the funds mobilized through this means are insufficient, to strengthen partnerships with international financial agencies and institutions to increase technical expertise, and facilitate the exchange of best practices and financial support for the implementation of AU gender policy. During its first year of operation in 2011, the Fund supported 53 grassroots projects across 27 AU member states. (Australia has also supported the fund.) Martin O, ‘The African Union’s Mechanisms to Foster Gender Mainstreaming and Ensure Women’s Political Participation and Representation,’ (2013), pg.16. International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance. Available at; https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/african-union-mechanisms-to-foster-gender-mainstreaming-and-ensure-womens-political-participation.pdf. (Last accessed 24 September, 2019).


The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, also known as the Banjul Charter is a regional human rights instrument developed for the purposes of promoting and protecting human rights in Africa. Though the Banjul Charter was, created with human rights in mind, it only mentions women twice, that is in Article 2\textsuperscript{94} and Article 18(3)\textsuperscript{95} requiring states to eliminate “every discrimination against women and also ensure the protection of the rights of the woman and the child as stipulated in international declarations and conventions.

This created the need to introduce a women-specific protocol. In particular, NGOs and States Parties alike realized that the Charter did not explicitly address commonplace practices like female genital mutilation (FGM), forced marriages, or bride price and, as a result, failed to protect the African woman from harm adequately.\textsuperscript{96}

*The Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights (The Maputo Protocol)*\textsuperscript{97}

The Maputo Protocol was adopted by the African Union in 2003 and came into force in November 2005 after achieving the required 15 ratifications.\textsuperscript{98} The AU, in adopting a treaty specifically concerning women, intended to reinforce the “message that women’s rights require priority attention in the protection of universal and inalienable rights.” The Protocol, among others, affords specific legal protection against gender-based violence, in both the

\textsuperscript{94} Article 2: ‘Every individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognized and guaranteed in the present Charter without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or any other opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status.’

\textsuperscript{95} Article 18(3): ‘The State shall ensure the elimination of every discrimination against women and also censure the protection of the rights of the woman and the child as stipulated in international declarations and conventions.’


\textsuperscript{98} Ayeni (n110 above) 8.
public and private sphere and affirms the primacy of women’s rights to non-discrimination.  

Laudable though the aim might be, the Protocol is useless if it does not contribute to substantial changes in the situation of the African woman. Although it offers a tool for the transformation of the unequal power relations between men and women, there is need to demand for action by African leaders to the existing commitments. African states have been criticised for the slow implementation or lack thereof by states that have ratified the Protocol.

While the adoption of legal and policy frameworks that promote women’s rights on the continent is commendable progress, more needs to be done in terms of implementation, accountability and most importantly, dismantling institutional international law structures which limit women, particularly where economic, social and cultural rights are concerned.

4.4 Institutional gaps in International Law

International institutions are important players in creating legal norms. Article 38(1) (d) of the Statute of the ICJ, implies international courts do not only settle the dispute before them, but also create binding norms.

The minimal representation of the African woman in international institutions like the International Court of Justice (ICJ), International Criminal Court (ICC), International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), World Trade Organization’s Dispute Settlement Body (WTO DSB), the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR's), the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACtHPR), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Court of Justice and the East African Court

99 ‘Under the African Charter, the lack of specificity on discrimination against women left them vulnerable to arguments that “cultural values” and community norms should prevail, even when it results in physical harm.’ Journey to equality: 10 Yeas of the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa. Available at; http://www.soawr.org/images/JourneytoEquality.pdf. (Last accessed 25 November, 2019).

of Justice, among others reinforces the exclusion of the African woman in shaping and forming international law in a way that promotes her rights and interests.\textsuperscript{101}

\subsection*{4.4.1 The African Woman in Regional Courts and Tribunals}

The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACtHPR)\textsuperscript{102} was established by the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’

\textsuperscript{101} It is important to note however, that countries across Africa have made substantial gains in the numbers and leadership roles of women judges, as documented in \textit{Gender and the Judiciary in Africa: From obscurity to parity?} Across the continent, women occupy important leadership positions such as that of Chief Justices and Heads of Constitutional Courts and these developments at the domestic levels have been replicated at the international level with a growing number of African women judges serving on international courts. However, a lot still needs to be done to increase the numbers on all courts and especially international tribunals.

\textsuperscript{102} The ACtHPR is made up of thirty member-states, out of the fifty-four nations on the continent. Judges on this court are to hear and dispose of cases guided by principles of international law and rules of procedure. Taking into account the poor record of international courts in attaining an equitable distribution of the sexes, the framers of the treaties establishing the ACtHPR took into account the need for gender representation in the nomination and selection processes. Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Establishment, Article 12: ‘NOMINATIONS 1. States Parties to the Protocol may each propose up to three candidates, at least two of whom shall be nationals of that State. 2. Due consideration shall be given to adequate gender representation in the nomination process.’ Available at: https://www.refworld.org/docid/3f4b19c14.html. (Last accessed 22 September, 2019)

Article 14(3) of the Protocol addresses the election process, which is undertaken by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government, and states that “[i]n the election of the judges, the Assembly shall ensure that there is adequate gender representation.” Thus, through the nomination and voting procedures, there appears to be emphasis placed on ensuring an adequate gender representation on the court. The meaning of “adequate” is unclear, and thus leaves room for political manoeuvring by States. This provision tends to receive secondary consideration relative to the provisions aimed at achieving regional and geographic balance.

Since the first judicial election was held in 2006, the ACtHPR has had only eight women, out of a total of twenty-three judges, but these numbers have since changed with the last election in 2018. On August 27, 2018, the newly elected judges on the Africa Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights were sworn in at the seat of the Court in Arusha, Tanzania.

Rights on the Establishment of an African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (the Protocol), signed in 1998, and came into force in 2004 with twenty-four ratifications.\textsuperscript{103} The first judgment of the Court to deal with the rights of women and the rights of the child in Africa, in \textit{Association Pour le Progrès et la Défense des Droits des Femmes Maliennes (APDF) and the Institute for Human Rights and Development in Africa (IHRDA) v Mali}. With this decision, the Court has placed strict obligations on states to uphold international human rights standards within the sphere of family law, even when to do so may require them to disapply religious and customary law. This decision was significant because the African Court took a firm stance on the authority of the Maputo Protocol as a human rights instrument binding upon African States. This is vital in the advancement of the rights of women on the continent.

The positive effect of the force of African feminism is visible on the continent in various ways for instance increased participation of African women in regional and international courts.\textsuperscript{104} As of January 2017, women on the


\textsuperscript{103} Available at; https://www.refworld.org/docid/3f4b19c14.html. (Last accessed 22 September, 2019)

\textsuperscript{104} The relationship between the women’s movement and women’s representation in the justice sector is understudied. Nonetheless, there is some anecdotal evidence that countries with higher levels of women judges is an indication of the strength and visibility of women in national law associations, and their lobbying efforts often prove pivotal in encouraging governments to appoint women to judicial posts.

African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACtHPR) made up five of the eleven seats on the bench and thus achieving gender parity for the first time in the 11-year history of the Court.\textsuperscript{105} The following year, during the 31st Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the African Union election, the gender composition of the court was increased to six women and five men.

The ECOWAS Court of Justice is an organ of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) a regional integration community of 15 member states in West Africa. Although ECOWAS was founded in 1975 by the Treaty of Lagos, the Court of Justice was not created until the adoption of the Protocol on the Community Court of Justice in 1991. Additionally, the ECOWAS Revised Treaty of 1993 established the Court of Justice as an institution of ECOWAS. The Protocol was amended twice; once in 2005, and again in 2006. The 2005 Supplementary Protocol expanded the Court’s jurisdiction to include human rights claims by individuals.\textsuperscript{106,107} The ECOWAS Court has had five women out of 17 judgeships representing 29%.

---

Within the international arena, the turn of the twenty-first century ushered in a growing number of women appointed to serve on international courts such as the International Criminal Court (ICC),\textsuperscript{8} the African Court on Human and People’s Rights (ACtHPR), the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), the European Court of Justice (ECJ) and ad hoc tribunals such as the International Criminal Tribunals for Yugoslavia and Rwanda and, at a much slower pace, the International Court of Justice (ICJ). Among the elite group of women judges serving on these courts are prominent African women judges, drawn from across the continent, with a wide variety of judicial and professional experience. Notwithstanding these developments, much remains unknown about the roles and contributions that the pace-setting women who sit on these courts bring to international law.


\textsuperscript{105} Dawuni (n51 above).445.


\textsuperscript{107} Available at http://prod.courtecowas.org/current-judges-2/. (Last accessed 13 November, 2019)
The East African Court of Justice (the EACJ), is one of the organs of the East African Community established under Article 9 of the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community. Following the amendment of the Treaty establishing the East African Community that was carried out on 14th December, 2006 and 20th August, 2007, the Court was reconstituted to have two divisions, a First Instance Division and an Appellate Division. \(^{108}\)

To date, women have only accounted for four out of the 25 judgeships on the court, representing 16%.

It is noteworthy that the EACJ and the ECOWAS Court of Justice do not contain gender parity provisions in their founding documents and additional protocols. This demonstrates the fact that while women have had some success being elected to the bench without gender quotas, setting aspirational targets may be a good strategy to sustain the desired gender parity outcomes.

It is important that the ACtHPR gender parity success should provide lessons for other regional courts in Africa especially the benches of the ECOWAS Court of Justice and the East African Court of Justice where women judges are underrepresented. \(^{109}\) The gender parity gains at the ACtHPR can be linked to a combination of regional factors and mechanisms, such as activist agenda to achieve gender equality embodied in the Maputo Protocol and the sustained advocacy for women’s equal participation in decision making, led by women’s organisations such as Solidarity for African Women’s Rights (SOA WR).

Commendable also, is the commitment of the Legal Affairs unit of the African Union in reviewing and rejecting nominations that do not contain the names of women, has proved instrumental in meeting the nomination

\(^{108}\) Available at; [https://www3.nd.edu/~ggoertz/rei/reidevon.dtBase2/Files.noindex/pdf/e/eacj.pdf](https://www3.nd.edu/~ggoertz/rei/reidevon.dtBase2/Files.noindex/pdf/e/eacj.pdf), (Last accessed 13 November, 2019).

requirements. Credit must also be given for the political will of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government to abide by the gender representation provisions in Article 12 (nominations) and Article 14 (elections) of the Protocol to the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Establishment of an African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (Court Protocol).  

4.4.2 The African Woman in International Judicial and Quasi-judicial Institutions

In March 2012, Justice Julia Sebutinde of Uganda made history as the first woman from the continent of Africa to be elected as one of the 15 permanent judges of the International Court of Justice (ICJ). As of February 2017, Justice Sebutinde is one of the only four women to have ever sat on the bench of the ICJ and the first African woman compared to fourteen African male judges. Justice Sebutinde’s election to the ICJ follows the historic election in 1995 of Judge Rosalyn Higgins of the United Kingdom as the first woman to be elected to the court’s bench. She then subsequently became the president of the court from 2006 to 2009. The ICJ’s dismal record of electing women generally to the court has been attributed to factors such as the patriarchal nature of the international system, the gendered hierarchy in international law. The vote trading during the appointment of international judges and the pool arguments advanced by appointing bodies. Since the African woman faces multiple intersections of race,
gender and class relations, these factors are then compounded to reinvent the wheel on her exclusion on international courts.

The coming into force of the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 2002 appears to have charted a new direction in attempts to address the underrepresentation of women in international courts. In 2003, the ICC elected the first cohort of 18 judges to the court, and out of this number seven were women, representing the highest number of women to have served on an international court since its inception. The number of women on the ICC bench increased from 38 percent in 2003 to 57 percent in 2013, and this increase caused the minimum voting requirements to be adjusted to ensure that a man would be elected in the 2014 elections. As of 2016, of the total number of forty-one judges who have served since the inception of the court in 2003, 15 have been women, making up 36% of the total number of judges. African women make up five of the 15, representing the highest number from a single geographic region of the world. The success of the ICC in achieving a near gender parity has been attributed to the Rome Statute’s provision in Article 36(8) (iii) for a “fair representation of female and male judges.”

Nonetheless, the gender composition of international courts remains a contested issue, with varying levels of success across existing international courts and tribunals.

---


Dawuni (n51 above), 447-448.


The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) is an autonomous international institution established under the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States (the ICSID of the Washington Convention) with over one hundred and forty member States. Since its establishment, women made up a mere 6 percent of individuals appointed to arbitrate disputes in ICSID.

The World Trade Organization's Dispute Settlement Body (WTO DSB) has authority to establish dispute settlement panels, refer matters to arbitration, Appellate Body and arbitration reports, among others. However, since its establishment, only 19 percent of Appellate Body members were women. Three of the four women who served on the Appellate Body since it was created sat on the bench in mid-2010. Women were appointed only 17 percent of the time to WTO arbitral panels in 2009. Women were appointed only 9 percent of the time to ICSID panels in 2009.

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) was formed to prosecute persons responsible for genocide and other serious violations of international humanitarian law committed in the territory of Rwanda and Rwandan citizens responsible for genocide and other such violations committed in the territory of neighbouring States, between 1 January 1994 and 31 December 1994. It was established by Security Council resolution 955 of 8 November 1994 in recognition of the grave violations of humanitarian law committed in Rwanda, which claimed the lives of 800,000 Rwandan Tutsis and moderate Hutus between the months of April and July 1994. Since the ICTR's establishment, women constituted thirty six

---

percent of ad litem judges and eighteen percent of all permanent judges.  

Twenty percent of ICTR permanent judges were women, while 27 percent of ad litem judges were women in mid-2010. Historically, women made up fifteen percent and twenty percent of permanent and ad litem judges on the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY).  

In general, men are over-represented when compared to their proportion of the population. However, Courts whose subject matter jurisdiction is limited to human rights and international criminal law are seen to possess the highest percentage of women judges, when both permanent judges and ad hoc or ad litem judges are included.  

The representation of the African woman on the ACtHPR, ICJ and the ICC strongly suggests that there is a pool of qualified women judges from the continent of Africa to fill the positions on the benches of sub-regional, regional, and international courts.

---

120 Judge Solomy Balungi Bossa from Uganda, one of the eighteen ad litem Judges elected by the General Assembly, was sworn in on 1 September 2003 to sit in on the Ndindabahizi trial. Available at; https://unictr.irmct.org/sites/unictr.org/files/news/newsletters/oct03.pdf. (Last accessed 13 November, 2019).


123 That there is a shallow pool of qualified female candidates is a poor explanation for the overrepresentation of men on international courts. The pool argument provides that women are found in lower numbers on courts without quotas because not enough qualified women are available to occupy these prestigious positions. Grossman argues that if the pool were the reason for the paucity of women judges, one might anticipate that the number of women on the bench would grow as women enter law schools, the diplomatic corps, and the legal profession in greater numbers. This is not the case for many international courts.

A court is legitimate when it is possessed with justified authority. People (or states) are led to accept [its] authority because of a general sense that the authority is justified. The low numbers of women judges on international courts make empirical studies of the impact of women judges on international adjudication quite rare. The question evoked in this instance is whether a Court that lacks female African judges can be considered illegitimate?
Diversity in international institutions is imperative because the background of the decision-maker influences the way she/he votes and jurisprudence, which in turn shapes the nature of international norms. In this case, diversity would most likely enrich African feminist discourse. It also establishes the legitimacy of an international judicial institution since international institutions exercise governmental power over people from all over the world thus ensuring effective enforcement and given the importance of political will of international law, legitimacy of procedure.

An example of the importance of the diversity on legitimacy of an international law institution can be given of African leaders recently adopting a strategy calling for the collective withdrawal from the ICC at the end of an African Union Summit in October, 2016. Countries like Uganda, Burundi and South Africa expressed their dissatisfaction. The then Information Minister of the Gambia described the ICC as an “International Caucasian Court for the persecution and humiliation of people of colour, especially Africans”.124

5.0 Recommendations and Conclusion

Clearly, the African woman faces a disproportionate amount of discrimination in comparison to people of the same gender on the one hand and people of the same race on the other. It is vital to deconstruct these institutions and norms that often advertently or inadvertently discriminate against the African woman.

For example, the selection mechanism for judges/arbitrators to the highest courts/tribunals inhibit the African woman from ascending to the bench because, usually, judges are either selected by the legislature, by the executive, by the executive with the approval of the legislature, or by

dividing the appointment of judges across multiple institutions which may be biased in favour of male arbitrators because the African woman was not represented at the making of such Rules.

This creates the need to revise the Rules governing such appointments and nominations. These institutions may also adopt affirmative action measures that encourage the African woman (and other minority groups) to apply to such Courts or tribunals. For example, international and regional institutions should adopt a quota system that sets a target to be met for the Court or tribunal to be considered legitimate.

Research has highlighted the phenomenon of “adverse incorporation” whereby women are included in the judiciary on unequal terms. For example, gender stereotypes influence women judges’ assignments to positions in family or juvenile courts, while women are excluded from certain experiences and responsibilities, and thereby prevented from being groomed for leadership positions.\textsuperscript{125} In such circumstances, women often do not “even realize this exclusion is taking place until it is too late; then without proper training, women find advancement in their careers very difficult.”\textsuperscript{126} Moreover, the referenced study identifies a “glass cliff syndrome” whereby women are given precarious projects within the court/tribunal.\textsuperscript{127}

Since it has been established that international law privileges men, values and principles of international and regional legal systems should be deconstructed and subsequently reconstructed with the inclusion of the African woman. This guarantees that peculiar experiences of the African woman are recognised in international and regional instruments thus locating the African woman as more than just a victim in international law.

\textsuperscript{125} ICJ, ‘Women and the Judiciary’, pg. 17.
\textsuperscript{126} Virtue Foundation, ‘Senior Roundtable on Women and the Judiciary’, pg. 25.
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